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Measurement of stream runoff in remote regions, especially in Southern countries, is still a major challenge. In arid and semi-arid regions, small reservoirs have been built for decades. The initial roles of these reservoirs can be manifold: water storage for agricultural use, flood storage area, sediment retention... These reservoirs can also be used as runoff gauges by remotely measurement of their surface areas and water height (Liebe et al., 2005). The principle is to estimate the stream runoff from reservoir water balance considering that all terms (evaporation, percolation, rainfall, pumping for irrigation or other human use, reservoir water volume) are known or measured. The stream runoff is then estimated as the default term in the mass balance. Different sources of error affect then the stream runoff estimation: errors in evaporation and rainfall rate measurements, in reservoir water height measurement, in percolation estimation... So far, the issue of uncertainty has been not heavily examined.

In this work, we analyze the interests and shortcomings of small reservoirs as stream runoff gauges. More specifically, we aim i) at comparing stream runoff derived from reservoir water monitoring with measurements made more classically with a weir gauging station, ii) at quantifying the total uncertainty in stream runoff estimation derived from reservoir water monitoring and ii) at analyzing and quantifying the weight of the different sources of error in the total uncertainty in the estimation. The sensitivities of the different sources of errors are quantified for annual, monthly, and daily time periods with the intent of identifying the key sources impacting the stream runoff estimation. The study is based on the Kamech catchment (Tunisia), catchment belonging to OMERE observatory and to OZCAR, the French network of Critical Zone Observatories.